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 GEN-13Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GEN - GENÇTUR

Name:  BEYOND THE BORDERS

Address:  EDIRNE, C.P. 34430, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.genctur.com

Project:  SOCI - Social project

Initial Date:  01/07/2017 Final Date: 15/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Volunteers  will  distribute  brochures  to  the  people  getting  in  Turkey  and  direct  them  to  the  historical  or  natural  beauties  of  the  city,
prepare  social  media  files  for  the  association  and  make  surveys.

REQUIREMENTS:
Volunteers good at social media work will be preferred.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
The  local  tourism  association  of  Edirne  invites  international  volunteers  to  contribute  in  their  promotion  campaign  by  distributing
brochures, publishing in social media and making surveys in the western border gates of Turkey and in the city center. Edirne, where
was the capital  of the Ottoman Empire for a while, before Istanbul,  has 2 gates, 1 to Bulgaria and 1 to Greece. It  is an historical and
modern city today.

Volunteers will distribute brochures to the people getting in Turkey and direct them to the historical or natural beauties of the city.

Work camp site is safe and secure.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Edirne city lies in the European side of Turkey and borders to Greece and Bulgaria. In the free times volunteers can go to the near by
sea sides or villages to see the traditional way of life.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
:  Volunteers  will  stay  in  a  rented  flat  with  kitchen  and  bathroom  facilities.  Sleeping  bag  and  mattres  are  necessary.  Volunteers  will
prepare  their  own  meals  in  turn  by  given  food.

LOCATION:
EDIRNE.
Latitude of the project: 41.6771297
Longitude of the project: 26.5557145

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: IST
Train/Bus Station: EDIRNE
Latitude of Station: 41.6771297
Longitude of Station: 26.5557145

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 4
Female Places: 4

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 1  de 142017
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 Referencia: 2

 GEN-15Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GEN - GENÇTUR

Name:  BEATING DISABILITY

Address:  ORHANELI, C.P. 34430, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.genctur.com

Project:  SOCI-DISA - Social project-Mentally-physically disabled

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 21/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
Meeting Point : GENCTUR office in Istanbul. The project will start in Istanbul with a compulsory orientation meeting that all volunteers
should attend on 07th of  July,  in  GENCTUR Office at  10.00 a.m.  Therefore all  volunteers  must  arrive in  İstanbul  on the 06th of  July,
otherwise you will miss the group departure on the 07th and will have to make your own way to the camp site. The journey to the camp
site takes 5 hours and costs 20 Euro. The departure from the camp site is on the 21st of July after breakfast.

REQUIREMENTS:
-

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Orhaneli municipality is carriying out a disability project that aims social inclusion and personal development of local people with special
needs. There are 15 male and 15 female participants of 18-40 age group, following gardening and wood workshops. The municipality
aims to finalize the project with a work camp where volunteers will organize social activities for those people, like fine arts, music, dance
and sports.
Organizing social activities for the disabled people.

Work camp site is safe and secure.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Orhaneli is a rural town of Bursa province, located in the northwest of Turkey. Work camp site is safe and secure.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
The volunteers will stay in a municipal dormitory. Sleeping bag and mat are not necessary. Food Will be supplied by the municipality-

LOCATION:
ORHANELI.
Latitude of the project: 39.9409788
Longitude of the project: 28.9994357

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: IST
Train/Bus Station: ORHANELI
Latitude of Station: 39.9409788
Longitude of Station: 28.9994357

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 3
Female Places: 3

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 2  de 142017
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 Referencia: 3

 GEN-17Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GEN - GENÇTUR

Name:  ME AND MY FRIENDS-7

Address:  SIRINCE, C.P. 34430, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.genctur.com

Project:  RENO-CONS-MANU - Renovation - Construction - Manual work

Initial Date:  09/07/2017 Final Date: 22/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

REQUIREMENTS:
Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per
person. This cost is shared with the host to buy working materials.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if
you are an individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. GENTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5
people  from  the  same  country  for  the  same  period.  The  host,  Math  Village  needs  small  group  of  volunteers  for  different  daily  tasks
during  the  summer  while  there  are  math  courses  for  Turkish  pupils  and  students.  This  camp will  give  you  a  chance  to  meet  a  lot  of
Turkish  young people  who will  be  participating  in  mathematic  courses  in  the  center  between 1st  of  June  and  15th  of  September.

Mostly manual work like construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class cleaning and kitchen works at.

This camp is open for small groups or individuals. / Work camp site is safe and secure.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Sirince is a small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at
the center, but there is free internet connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very attractive and famous
for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Under the supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can bring your own tent. Food is provided at the
venue. Volunteers help the staff for preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the students during the
courses and washing the dishes.

LOCATION:
SIRINCE.
Latitude of the project: 37.9441010
Longitude of the project: 27.4316250

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: ADB
Train/Bus Station: SELCUK
Latitude of Station: 37.9508450
Longitude of Station: 27.3699540

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 3
Female Places: 2

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 3  de 142017
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 Referencia: 4

 GEN-20Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GEN - GENÇTUR

Name:  ME AND MY FRIENDS-8

Address:  SIRINCE, C.P. 34430, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.genctur.com

Project:  RENO-ENVI-CONS - Restoration - Environmental - Construction

Initial Date:  23/07/2017 Final Date: 05/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per
person. This cost is shared with the host to buy working materials.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if
you are an individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. GENTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5
people  from  the  same  country  for  the  same  period.  The  host,  Math  Village  needs  small  group  of  volunteers  for  different  daily  tasks
during  the  summer  while  there  are  math  courses  for  Turkish  pupils  and  students.  This  camp will  give  you  a  chance  to  meet  a  lot  of
Turkish  young people  who will  be  participating  in  mathematic  courses  in  the  center  between 1st  of  June  and  15th  of  September.

Mostly manual work like construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class cleaning and kitchen works at.

This camp is open for small groups or individuals. / Work camp site is safe and secure.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Sirince is a small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at
the center, but there is free internet connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very attractive and famous
for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Under the supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can bring your own tent. Food is provided at the
venue. Volunteers help the staff for preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the students during the
courses and washing the dishes.

LOCATION:
SIRINCE.
Latitude of the project: 37.9441010
Longitude of the project: 27.4316250

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: ADB
Train/Bus Station: SELCUK
Latitude of Station: 37.9508450
Longitude of Station: 27.3699540

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 3
Female Places: 2

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 4  de 142017
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 Referencia: 5

 GEN-24Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GEN - GENÇTUR

Name:  ME AND MY FRIENDS-9

Address:  SIRINCE, C.P. 34430, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.genctur.com

Project:  RENO-ENVI-CONS - Restoration - Environmental - Construction

Initial Date:  06/08/2017 Final Date: 19/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

REQUIREMENTS:
Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per
person. This cost is shared with the host to buy working materials.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if
you are an individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. GENTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5
people  from  the  same  country  for  the  same  period.  The  host,  Math  Village  needs  small  group  of  volunteers  for  different  daily  tasks
during  the  summer  while  there  are  math  courses  for  Turkish  pupils  and  students.  This  camp will  give  you  a  chance  to  meet  a  lot  of
Turkish  young people  who will  be  participating  in  mathematic  courses  in  the  center  between 1st  of  June  and  15th  of  September.

Mostly manual work like construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class cleaning and kitchen works at.

This camp is open for small groups or individuals. / Work camp site is safe and secure.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Sirince is a small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at
the center, but there is free internet connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very attractive and famous
for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Under the supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can bring your own tent. Food is provided at the
venue. Volunteers help the staff for preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the students during the
courses and washing the dishes.

LOCATION:
SIRINCE.
Latitude of the project: 37.9441010
Longitude of the project: 27.4316250

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: ADB
Train/Bus Station: SELCUK
Latitude of Station: 37.9508450
Longitude of Station: 27.3699540

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 3
Female Places: 2

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 5  de 142017
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 Referencia: 6

 GEN-26Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GEN - GENÇTUR

Name:  ME AND MY FRIENDS-10

Address:  SIRINCE, C.P. 34430, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.genctur.com

Project:  RENO-ENVI-CONS - Restoration - Environmental - Construction

Initial Date:  20/08/2017 Final Date: 02/09/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  2

REQUIREMENTS:
Extra Fee: Individuals can apply free of charge. 3 and more applications from the same country is subject to a charge of 50 Euro per
person. This cost is shared with the host to buy working materials.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
If you wish to join in a work camp with your close friends, class mates or volunteers of your previous work camps, just alert them. Also if
you are an individual or a couple, but prefer to be in a smaller group, you are welcome too. GENTUR can host up to 5 individuals or 3-5
people  from  the  same  country  for  the  same  period.  The  host,  Math  Village  needs  small  group  of  volunteers  for  different  daily  tasks
during  the  summer  while  there  are  math  courses  for  Turkish  pupils  and  students.  This  camp will  give  you  a  chance  to  meet  a  lot  of
Turkish  young people  who will  be  participating  in  mathematic  courses  in  the  center  between 1st  of  June  and  15th  of  September.

Mostly manual work like construction, reconstruction, renovation, landscaping, gardening, class cleaning and kitchen works at.

This camp is open for small groups or individuals. / Work camp site is safe and secure.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Sirince is a small village in the west of Turkey. Please be aware that the center is a bit isolated. No night life, TV or disco is available at
the center, but there is free internet connection. The next village Sirince, which is only 15 minutes by foot, is very attractive and famous
for its homemade wines and traditional architecture. The nearest town Selcuk, which is the home of world famous Ephessus open-air
museum http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUqg1yBFTo . The nearest city Izmir, is one hour away by coach.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Under the supplied tents. Sleeping bag and mat are necessary. If you prefer privacy you can bring your own tent.Food is provided at the
venue. Volunteers help the staff for preparing, cooking the meals, setting up the tables and serving the food to the students during the
courses and washing the dishes.

LOCATION:
SIRINCE.
Latitude of the project: 37.9441010
Longitude of the project: 27.4316250

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport: ADB
Train/Bus Station: SELCUK
Latitude of Station: 37.9508450
Longitude of Station: 27.3699540

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 3
Female Places: 2

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 6  de 142017
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 Referencia: 7

 GSM01Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GSM

Name:  Sultan´s Trail

Address:   , C.P. 06420, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.gsm.org.tr

Project:  ENVI - Environmental

Initial Date:  07/07/2017 Final Date: 21/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Partner:  Our  partner  is  Bergama  Municipality,  hosting  the  2nd  international  voluntary  workcamp  this  year.  For  more  information:
http://www.kirklareli.bel.tr The city is located in Thrace area of Marmara Region and near the Bulgarian border. Work: The volunteers will
be doing practical environmental work at the beach of Igneada, district of Kirklareli. The working area lies on the Black Sea coast and
covered by mainly oak forests. Beside the voluntary work at the beach, the volunteers will be renewing the signs on the trekking road
called,  Sultan¿s  trail,  which  covers  Vienna,  Serbia  and  Turkey.  For  more  information  about  the  route  please  check
http://cultureroutesinturkey.com/sultans-trail/

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Summary: Kirklareli is a beautiful city on Thrace area of Marmara Region, closed to Bulgarian border. The
district is famous for Longoz (floodplains) forests, which are completely covered with water during winter
and spring and have a floristic composition of mixed forest trees of 8-15 meters tall. The volunteers will be
doing practical environmental work at the beach of Igneada, district of Kirklareli. Beside the volunteers will
be renewing the signs on the trekking road called, Sultan¿s trail, which covers Vienna, Serbia and Turkey. For
more information about the route please check http://cultureroutesinturkey.com/sultans-trail/

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Accommodation and Food: guest house / cafeteria

LOCATION:
Location and Leisure: Kirklareli is a beautiful city on Thrace area of Marmara Region, closed to Bulgarian
border. The district is famous for Longoz (floodplains) forests, which are completely covered with water
during winter and spring and have a floristic composition of mixed forest trees of 8-15 meters tall. The
forests are not only a rare natural value for Turkey but also for Europe. Preserved on a national scale and the
scale of the most important European Longoz (floodplains) forests in the region of the Igneada, lies on the
Black Sea cost line with long and sandy beaches. Istranca, a mountain massif in southeastern Bulgaria and the
European part of Turkey, is another symbol of Kirklareli with its unique flora and fauna.
Language: English
Terminal: Nearest international airport; Istanbul.
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 7  de 142017
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 GSM02Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GSM

Name:  Providing Future for Past

Address:   , C.P. 06420, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.gsm.org.tr

Project:  RENO-ARCH - Restorarion-Archaeology

Initial Date:  14/07/2017 Final Date: 28/07/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
20 EUROS EXTRA FEE

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Partner:  Our  partner  is  Bergama  Municipality,  hosting  the  5th  international  voluntary  workcamp  this  year.  For  more  information:
http://www.bergama.bel.tr/en/culture-art The area is located in Aegean part, on the west cost line of Turkey, 100km north of Izmir, the
third biggest city of Turkey. Work: The volunteers will be renovating the picnic tables, benches, children playground and trekking roads in
Kozak Plateau, the recreational area of the town. It is a natural paradise, with the best quality pine nuts and wine grapes. Nearby the
working area, hot springs from Roman period and Perperene, the ancient Greek city are located and can be visited. In addition to the
renovation  work,  the  volunteers  will  prepare  a  photo  exhibition  to  promote  cultural  heritage  and  intercultural  dialogue.  The  exhibition
work  of  volunteers  will  be  supported  by  the  workshops  on  cultural  heritage  and  digital  photography  by  smart  phones.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Summary: Bergama, UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE site, was the ancient Greek and Roman cultural center of
Pergamon. It has a very old culture gaining from several states and empires throughout the history. The
volunteers will be renovating the picnic tables, benches, children playground and trekking roads in Kozak
Plateau, the recreational area of the town. In addition to the renovation work, the volunteers will prepare a
photo exhibition to promote cultural heritage and intercultural dialogue. The exhibition work of volunteers
will be supported by the workshops on cultural heritage and digital photography by smart pones.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Accommodation and food: Guest house / local restaurant

LOCATION:
Location and leisure: Bergama is the 999th UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE. It is currently known for its cotton,
gold and fine carpets and was the ancient Greek and Roman cultural center of Pergamon. The wealth of ancient
ruins continues to attract considereable tourist interest today, although its famous Temple has been moved
to the Pergamon Museum in Berlin, Germany. Located on a promontory north of the Bakırcay River, 26 km
inland from the Aegean Sea, Bergama has a population of about 102,000. The ruins of the ancient city of
Pergamon lie to the north and west of the modern city; Roman Pergamon is believed to have sustained a
population of approximately 150,000 at its height in the 1st century AD.
Among Bergama′s notable ruins are the Sanctuary of Asclepius (or Asclepeion), a temple dedicated to an
ancient Greek god of healing, a Greek Theater, and the Red Basilica complex (Kızıl Avlu in Turkish) that
straddles the Selinus River, a 2nd-century AD construction likely built by Hadrian. The town also features an
archaeological museum..
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  20 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 8  de 142017
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 GSM03Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GSM

Name:  Happy Together

Address:   , C.P. 06420, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.gsm.org.tr

Project:  RENO - Renovation

Initial Date:  28/07/2017 Final Date: 11/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Partner: The voluntary workcamp will be hosted by Yenisehir Municipality that we have been cooperating since 2004. Yenisehir, one of
the four districts of Mersin Metropolitan Municipality, is located in the heart of Mersin. It is famous for its International Music Festival and
International  Film  Festical.  For  more  information  please  visit  http://www.yenisehir.bel.tr/  Work:  The  volunteers  will  be  renovating  a
playground in the center of the district. The playground is located in one of the most beautiful park of Yenisehir district along by the sea.
Beside the renovation work, the volunteers will take part in the cultural gathering organized by the Municipality which will bring together
Turkish and Syrian young people.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Summary: The voluntary workcamp will be hosted by Yenisehir Municipality that we have been cooperating
since 2004. Yenisehir, one of the four districts of Mersin Metropolitan Municipality, is located in the heart of
Mersin. After the crisis, broke out in 2011, resulted in the world¿s one of the biggest population movements
and refugee issues Mersin is one of the cities, which hosts Syrians refugee population and works on the social
cohesion most by creating special cultural programs for Turkish and Syrians young people. The volunteers will
be renovating a playground in the center of the district. Beside the volunteers will take part in the cultural
gathering organized by the Municipality which will bring together Turkish and Syrian young people

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Accommodation and Food: Guest house / Local restaurant

LOCATION:
Location and Leisure: Yenişehir is mostly devoted to residences along by the sea and with its beautiful parks
of roses in the center of Mersin, which is a typical Mediterranean city with its beautiful nature, history, weather
and local cuisine. Mersin is one of the most modern provinces with palm ¿ lined avenues and a good base for
visiting the nearby historical sites and beaches. It¿s also the largest port of Turkey. One may find all the comforts
of a big city and all the characteristics of a Mediterranean city.
After the crisis, broke out in 2011, resulted in the world¿s one of the biggest population movements and
refugee issues on april 29th, 2011, and as a result of this forced migration movement, approximately 3 million
people from Syria started to reside in Turkey as refugees. With the extension of the process started in April
2011, Syrians continue living in Turkey under positive or negative effects of in social, economic and political
level. Mersin is one of the cities, which hosts Syrians refugee population and works on the social cohesion most
by creating special cultural programs for Turkish and Syrians young people..
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR

Copyright © Instituto de la Juventud Página 10  de 142017
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 GSM04Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GSM

Name:  Toys For Everybody

Address:   , C.P. 06420, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.gsm.org.tr

Project:  MANU - ART - Manual work - Art camp

Initial Date:  04/08/2017 Final Date: 18/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

SPECIAL REMARKS/EXTRAS:
30 EUROS EXTRA FEE

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Partner:  The  workcamp  will  be  realized  in  cooperation  with  Tasoluk  Municipality  and  Toys  Library  Association.  We  have  been
cooperating with Toy¿s Library Association for many years on child rights, especially right to play as well as campaigning for collecting
toys to be sent  to vulnerable groups like Roma and refugee children.  This year Tasoluk Municipality  will  be the host  for  campaigning
project  with  Toys  Library.  For  more  information  www.tasoluk.bel.tr  and  www.oyuncakkutuphanesi.net  Work:  GSM  and  Toys  Library
Association have been running a campaign on collecting new and used toys from all around Turkey since the beginning of the year to be
distributed in the rural and poor districts of Tasoluk. The aim of the campaign is to enable every child to have a toy and have a right to
play. This year the host of the campaign is Tasoluk Municipality, where the toys will be gathered. The volunteers if necessary will clean
and repair the toys, classify them due to age and pack the toys as presents with personal notes and stories. Beside the manual work,
the volunteers will learn how to make wooden toys through the workshops conducted by an expert.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Summary: The workcamp will be realized in cooperation with Tasoluk Municipality and Toys Library
Association. GSM and Toys Library Association have been running a campaign on collecting new and used toys
from all around Turkey since the beginning of the year to be distributed in the rural and poor districts of
Tasoluk, located between two mountains in the inner part of Aegean region. The aim of the campaign is to
enable every child to have a toy and have a right to play. The volunteers if necessary will clean and repair the
toys, classify them due to age and pack the toys as presents with personal notes and stories. Beside the manual
work, the volunteers will learn how to make wooden toys through the workshops conducted by an expert

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Accommodation and Food: Hostel / cafeteria

LOCATION:
Location and Leisure: The city of Afyonkarahisar is located as gateway between Aegean sea and the inner
regions of Anatolia. The history of the city goes back to 4000BC. The top of the rock in Afyonkarahisar has been
fortified for a long, long time. It was known to the Hittities as Hapanuwa and was later occupied but Phrygians,
Lydian and Persians until it was conquered by Alexander the Great. It is a spa-center with thermal baths and it
is famous for specific "Turkish delight". There are also some fairy chimneys and thermal foundations which
attract many tourists every year as well as the Mevlevihane (a lodge by Mevlevi dervishes) became a museum
recently. The city is a member of ¿Association of Historic Towns in Turkey¿.
Tasoluk Town, where the workcamp will take place, was built between two mountains, which are extensions
of Kumalar Mountain. This very small, typical mountain village is famous for its 12 days long wedding
ceremonies. If you are lucky and have time, you may experience this unique celebrations..
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  30 EUR
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LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English
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 Referencia: 11

 GSM05Code: Year: 2017

Region:  GSM

Name:  Ride My Bike

Address:   , C.P. 06420, Sin Localidad, Sin Autonomia, Turquía

Email:
URL:  http://www.gsm.org.tr

Project:  CONS - Construction

Initial Date:  11/08/2017 Final Date: 25/08/2017 Min Age:  18 Max Age:  30

Total Places:  3

REQUIREMENTS:
Since our volunteers will stay at village houses as their guests, volunteers will be
expected to respect house rules during their stay.

DESCRIPTION OF WORKCAMP:
Partner:  The  workcamp  will  be  organized  in  cooperation  with  Bademler  Development  Association  and  hosted  by  the  inhabitants  of
Bademler  Village.  Since  2002  we  have  been  cooperating  with  Bademler  village  in  voluntary  workcamps  and  international  youth
exchanges  on  art  and  intercultural  learning.  Work:  Since  its  establishment  Bademler  Development  Association  has  been  working  on
social and economic development of Bademler village through sustainable tourism and local village theater group. In addition to raising
awareness and skills, the Association follows the candidacy process of Bademler Village to become a member of ¿Citta Slow¿ network.
The  volunteers  will  be  building  bicycle  roads  that  will  surround  the  village.  The  bicycle  road  will  contribute  a  lot  to  the  membership
process  of  the  village  to  the  ¿Citta  Slow¿  network.

COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES - LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
Summary: The workcamp will be organized in cooperation with Bademler Development Association and
hosted by the inhabitants of Bademler Village. Since 2002 we have been cooperating with Bademler village in
voluntary workcamps and international youth exchanges on art and intercultural learning. Bademler Village is
one of the most interesting village in Turkey, with its culture and very typical customs. It is 10kms to Urla and
60kms to Izmir. The volunteers will be building bicycle roads that will surround the village. The bicycle road
will contribute a lot to the membership process of the village to the ¿Citta Slow¿ network.

ACCOMODATION/FOOD:
Accommodation and food: Family Stay

LOCATION:
Bademler Village is one of the most interesting village in Turkey, with its culture and very
typical customs. It is 10kms to Urla and 60kms to Izmir. In 1969 the theatre hall of the village was constructed
and up today all the inhabitants are very much interested in theatre both as audiences and actors. During the
day inhabitant are working in the farms and greenhouses but in the evenings most of them become one of the
actors on stage. This village is also famous for its very typical wedding ceremonies and ¿Sea Festival¿ during
which all the village goes to the seaside and spend one or two days under the tents. This festival does not have
proper dates, it depends on the locals will..
Latitude of the project:
Longitude of the project:

TRAVELLING INSTRUCTIONS:
Airport:
Train/Bus Station:
Latitude of Station:
Longitude of Station:

LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
English

Phone Number:

Male Places: 0
Female Places: 0

Vegetarian Places:  0

Disabled Places:  0

Extra Fee:  0 EUR
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